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Reflection on the Annual Play: If We Were Birds 

 As one of the students in FJU English Department, I feel proud and honored to 

be one of the member in the 2016 Annual Play since our Department is not only 

famous for literature but also drama courses. Under no circumstances will I forget 

such amazing experience working with students from different grade since this is 

Annual Play not Senior Play. In other words, I have the chance to work with school 

brothers and sisters. Although I have encountered many difficulties in producing this 

Play, I still survive and did well on the three performances of the Play. 

 First of all, I want to thank you Professor John for giving me this opportunity to 

be the stage manager of the 2016 Annual Play. To be honest, I once had had thought to 

drop the course because I have a really tight schedule. However, with perseverance, I 

keep telling myself that this is not the end of the world and there are ways to find out 

the solutions. Due to my tight schedule, I have learned more about how to do time 

management. This semester, I am responsible of holding two big events, the first one 

is the singing contest of Foreign Language Institute and the other one is the 

Graduation Ceremony of English Department. Aside from these two big events, I also 

have a part time job of teaching English in Cram school. Therefore, I realized that 

time management is really important and we have to think twice before act. Actually, I 

stay up late every night after 3:00 a.m. to finish tons and tons of work. Consequently, 

my body cannot afford this kind of situation keeps happening for a period of time. I 

went to see doctor, and the doctor ask me to take a medicine which can help me to 

have more energy when staying up late at night. If I could have a second chance, I 

would have not taken that much work at one time. However, I still feel grateful to 

have the opportunity to perform such an inspiring Play. 

 Second, I have learned how to deal with stress. I can still remember, there was a 

night I have to hand in my RP 3, and I also have to come up with the schedule of the 



 

graduation ceremony, I cried while working on these two projects. Nevertheless, I still 

did not give in to huge pressure. Although it is really hard for people to multitask not 

to mention such heavy workload, I still did not give in to huge pressure. Besides, I 

have come up with a wonderful solution in dealing with stress which is to hypnotize 

myself that the efforts and hardworking I put into the assignments would be useful 

after graduating from college. In short, the pressure I have underwent through the 

experiences in college makes me much stronger and tougher.  

 Third, it is important to understand that sometimes these is no choice for you to 

pick someone you want to work with, instead, we have to adjust our ways of doings 

things to act in concert with other people. Honestly speaking, I really had hard time 

working with my partner which is the other stage manager. It is his attitude that makes 

me angry. Aside from the Annual Play, he was one of the coordinator of the singing 

contest of our Department; however, he did not be responsible for the event. Moreover, 

as the vice president of the Student Association, I am the one who cleaned up after his 

mess. On the other hand, at the very beginning of the semester, he did nothing for the 

Play. I am the one who finished all the tasks for half of the semester including 

division of tasks, supervising technical crew, follow up all the latest blockings, and all 

the compile contact information, and so on. I understand that we may have problem 

communicating with each other for over pursuing perfection; however, it is not an 

excuse for not doing anything for the play or hand in slobby assignment to professor. 

Fortunately, after having appointment with Professor, he finally gets back to the right 

track. Thanks to the Play, I could have the experience working with different kinds of 

people, and to realize that you cannot ask more from people like this but to try your 

best to make everything on track. 

 Last but not least, the script of the Play this year is probably one of the most 

inspiring one I have ever read in recent years. It reminds me of A Thousand Splendid 



 

Suns written by Khaled Hosseini, a book centered on two women’s wretched lives in 

Afghanistan. I was inspired by the way Erin Shield depict the role of Chorus by 

endowing them with different women’s conditions in different wars and places. I 

especially like the pious. When Tina is speaking her lines to ask the boy to get up, it is 

a really powerful scene. The author of the play is trying to convey that there are still 

many cases of sexual violence happening around the world, and people need to pay 

attention to the phenomenon and to make changes. Most importantly, girls should 

know how to protect yourself. Moreover, I cried when I first finished reading the 

script. The play further examines how wars and violence can bring great harm to 

people especially women. Although people have advocated the importance of 

non-violence, there are still people suffering from terrorist attacks and wars. By 

watching our play, I truly hope that our audience will realize violence cannot solve 

any problems and that war is really a frightful tragedy. 

 In conclusion, I really appreciated all the hard work and efforts of the cast and 

crew. I have received great responses from the audience. Not only professors but also 

students like the Play. Furthermore, thanks to the Annual Play, I have broaden my 

horizons and strengthen my abilities through the process of producing this Play. 

Besides, I have gained a sense of achievement by the end of the performance day. The 

positive responses from the audience proves that the time and efforts I have put into 

the Play worth it. 
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